Direct democracy is becoming more and more significant in political life. Not only does it give citizens the right to choose the government, it also gives them the right to contribute to making important decisions, thus improving the quality of citizens' participation in politics.
INTRODUCTION
Referenda belong to the social dimension of European integration. They are the only way for citizens to have a direct influence on the political decisions being made for the societies of EU member states. Since the moment when the European Community appeared, its development can be charted on two levels. Firstly, it has intensified the co-operation between the signatories of agreements in the areas with which they did not concern themselves before (so-called integration-deepening by accepting other treaties). Secondly, the co-operation is widened by including new states within the agreement (so-called integration-widening). Relevant decisions are often taken by referring to the will of citizens through referendum. ACCESION The impact of referenda on the process of European integration is significant.
REFERENDUMS
A referendum is a tool, which helps to build the European Union through an intergovernmental agreement. Taking citizens' participation into consideration while making decisions concerning the accession of a particular country to the Community became a permanent part of informal accession procedures and it is an
REFERENDUM ACCESSION IN NORWAY
Norway was the first state to call the referendum twice; these referenda concerned the accession to the European Economic Community (1972) and the European Union (1994) and they were both won by the opponents of Norwegian membership. In the 1994 Norwegian referendum campaign, the arguments used twenty-two years before were used again, although the context of the membership was entirely different. The cold war was over and the Norwegian economy was booming thanks to the oil supplies in the North Sea. Norway signed the agreement of the European Economic Area that gave it the access to the EU markets.
The opponents of European integration used mainly political and economic arguments. They insisted that entering the EEC would mean losing national sovereignty 2 and that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization guaranteed security in a sufficient way so there was no need to join another organization in order to improve state security. -The dictates from Brussels‖ were not popular within the Norwegian society and they were perceived as undermining the egalitarian 1 Cyprus was the only country where the referendum did not take place as its constitution does not consider this institution. It needs to be emphasized that on 24th April.2004 a referendum concerning Cyprus reunification was held in Cyprus. The result of the vote was negative due to the attitude of the Cyprian Greek who, unlike Cyprian Turks, rejected the idea of the reunification of the island. Only the Greek part of the island entered the EU as a result of the referendum (www.euractiv.com (April 27, 2004) The Treaty of Maastricht was the beginning of the common foreign and security policies and the cooperation concerning improving internal security, which was the starting point to form the political union. 13 The new organization was established holding the entitlements of single countries. In Denmark and Ireland the referendum was a constitutional obligation whereas in
France it was optional. 15 However, President Mitterrand, whose part during the negotiations was significant, decided to refer to a referendum-he was strongly involved in the process of creating a united Europe, and having the nation approve the Treaty would prove his position as an acknowledged statesman 16 . Moreover, Mitterrand wanted French citizens to accept this document in a referendum and, thus, to show support for the government. However, he did not foresee the significant power of national opposition to refuse the Treaty that made the referendum a tool to present their disappointment towards the Mitterrand's government. 
REFERENDUM ON MAASTRICHT TREATY

REFERENDUM ON OTHER EU TREATIES
The impact of referendum on the EU integration process can be considered in the context of its informative function. A pre-referendum campaign organized by the governments, mass media and NGOs was supposed to convince the citizens to support the EU integration idea as well as to indicate all the advantages and disadvantages as a result of the integration. It is worth mentioning that along with accession referenda there were other referenda organized, ratifying treaties and modifying previous premises of European Communities. Those referenda are referred to as deepening the EU integration process. They give the citizens of a particular member state the right to take part in decision-making process concerning accepting the essential changes in the EU functioning, and thus they continue the desirable direction of development by EU organs. The Swiss were mostly anxious about possibly losing their national sovereignty; they associated EU membership with losing the right to use referendum and people's initiative institutions. 24 They insisted they had more to lose than to gain by EU membership since Switzerland was doing better economically than the EU states: it had a lower rate of inflation and unemployment, higher pace of economic growth and, the most significant factor, a strong currency which they did not want to have replaced by EURO. Moreover, the accession to the EU could result in other negative changes, e.g. taxation increase.
REFERENDUM ON OTHERS EU TREATIES AND ISSUES
REFERENDUM ON THE EU CONSTITUTIONAL TREATY
The impact of referendum seems to be the most apparent with regard to the ratification of the EU Constitutional Treaty. There were only three countries which refused to organize the referendum: Malta, Sweden and Germany. 27 In Malta and Sweden the government decided this issue was too complex for an average citizen. The requirement to know the Constitutional Treaty might be beyond the capacity of an average European. In
Germany the Constitution of 1949 does not allow for organizing a referendum (unless it concerns changing borders between Lands). , which expressed a critical French attitude to the unpopular government rather than to the Constitution.
In the Netherlands a referendum had never been called before. Dutch political elites were convinced that the people would vote in favour of the European Constitution. In fact, 60% of the Dutch citizens rejected the Constitutional Treaty.
It needs to be emphasized that a referendum is neither a constitutional nor a legal requirement for ratifying international treaties. So far Dutch the political system had been in favour of representational form of democracy, preferring it to direct democracy. There are no constitutional legal bases to call for a referendum. The Dutch Constitution does not refer to the possibility to organize the referendum; the Constitution would have had to be changed in order to do it. Considering the fact that the procedure of changing the Constitution is lengthy, complex and requires Parliament dissolution, the constitutional reform for allowing a referendum to be called was postponed. However, a summary act project was prepared for the need of the Constitutional Treaty ratification. 
CONCLUSIONS
The impact of referenda on the process of European integration is significant.
The number of referenda concerning European issues is increasing. A referendum is a particular instrument to compare the citizens' will and the will of the government concerning the accession of a certain country to the EU. There were several cases when the government and the citizens were not of the same opinion, and despite clear political instructions voters did not follow them; as a result it was the citizens' decision that was respected by the government. A striking example of the discrepancy between the government and the citizens was a twice-noted attitude of
Norwegian society during the accession referenda (1972, 1994) 44 and the Swiss citizens' response to joining the European Economic Area (1992) 45 . Despite the proEuropean preferences of the government in these two countries, the citizens did not follow them, the result of which was closing down the European integration debate 197 decision, the result of which could be the change in a legal status of the country, they refer to the will of the citizens. In this case the referendum relieves the government of the decision-making process. According to David Butler, the most frequent reason to use this instrument of direct democracy in a situation when it is not required by the Constitution is the lack of a univocal opinion concerning a particular issue as well as internal divisions within the parties. 46 However, it is not the only reason since there is strong pressure in Brussels to organize referenda in matters concerning European integration. These are the citizens of the EU Member
States, not the technocrats, who are given the right to vote, which contributes to reducing ‗democracy deficit' in the EU and the direction of the EU reforms. 47 At present referenda are gaining greater and greater importance. We are witnessing the era of choice, of the decision-making by citizens which is called -referendomania‖ by these who are skeptical about this approach. A referendum is an unusual institution in a dual meaning. 48 Firstly, it is established within the political system in only a few countries, but it has often been used in a lot of states.
Secondly, referenda face the challenges of the EU integration process. It is referenda which are instruments either to introduce or to block radical changes, 49 accepting or rejecting new solutions in the issue of the EU integration. Referenda can act as catalysts for these changes, just as well as they can block innovative ideas.
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